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2022 - GENERAL MATHEMATICS COURSE/ASSESSMENTS

1. Areas of Study
The areas of study for this subject are:

1. Data Analysis: Which includes but not limited to:
a. Working with Categorical Data& Numerical Data
b. Mean, Median and Mode
c. Range, Interquartile Range and Standard Deviation
d. Stem-and-leaf plots
e. Boxplots
f. Scatterplots
g. Finding line of best fit.

2. Trigonometry: Which includes but not limited to:
a. Trigonometric Ratios (SOH, CAH, TOA)
b. Bearings
c. Sine & Cosine Rule
d. Area of Triangles

3. Financial Arithmetic: Which includes but not limited to:
a. Simple Interest
b. Compound Interest
c. Purchase Options

4. Shape and Measurement: Which includes but not limited to:
a. Pythagoras Theorem
b. Perimeter and Area
c. Total Surface Area
d. Volume
e. Basic Geometry (working with angles)
f. Similar Triangles

5. Matrices: Which includes but not limited to:
a. Adding and subtracting Matrices
b. Multiplying Matrices
c. Inverse Matrices
d. Application of Matrices.

6. Networks: Which includes but not limited to:
a. Planar Graphs
b. Trails, Paths, Circuits and Cycles
c. Traversable Graphs
d. Minimum Spanning trees

2. Satisfactory Completion
1. Complete any work set in class.
2. Complete all assessment.
3. Abide by the Hallam Senior College attendance policy.

3. Assessment
Tests and/or Projects
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[Note: Students must have a CAS calculator and one bound reference into tests and exams (see
information on the next page)].

Specifications for bound reference booklet
● A Bound Reference will cost $20 for the year and will be supplied by your teacher upon
payment.
● The bound reference must be in book format of A4 size or smaller when closed.
● It must have a single horizontal or vertical spine.
● Pages must be permanently bound and securely attached to the spine.
● The number of pages is not specified.
● The bound reference may be:

– a textbook
– a securely bound lecture pad
– a permanently bound student-constructed set of notes without foldouts
– an exercise book with cloth, glue or staple binding.

Students are allowed to:
● annotate the material

● design their own written index

● fold pages

● cut page corners

● colour code pages

● insert dividers into their own sets of notes

● firmly attach (e.g. by glue, adhesive tape or staples) additional material to pages in the bound
reference.*

The followings are prohibited, according to VCAA
guidelines:
● Pages or parts of pages, which can be detached from the bound reference during the exam.

● Fold-outs, maps or brochure style components

● Removable tabs, post it notes or other items designed to be detached

● Forms of collation/ binding that are designed to be non-permanent. These include:
– Ring-binder folders
– Plastic A4 slips (permanent or removable) into which pages may be inserted or removed
– Manila and similar folders with clip, clamp, slide and metal prong style binding of loose-leaf material
– Glued lecture pads
– Bound books that have perforations designed so as to allow pages to be detached.

NOTE: If one or more pages can be or are detached from the rest of the bound reference, for whatever
reason, or if the bound reference does not comply with the specifications above, the entire bound reference
will be removed by the supervisor for the duration of the examination and the incident will be reported as a
breach of rules.
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2A: Types of Data

Statistics is a branch of mathematics that mainly involves collecting, organising, analysing data and

making predictions from data.

Types of data
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2B: Displaying and Describing Categorical Data Distributions

Frequency tables & bar graphs

1. Frequency tables can be used to organise numerical and categorical data.

2. A frequency table shows how many times a particular observation has occurred.

3. The frequency (f) is the number of times that the observation occurs.

4. Percentage frequency is the relative frequency of any observation as a percentage, as shown:

Bar graphs

● Categorical data can be displayed on a bar graph as vertical

or horizontal bars.

‘Frequency’ or ‘percentage frequency’ is shown in the

_____________ axis and the ‘variable’ is marked on the

horizontal axis.

● The height of a bar represents the frequency or percentage

frequency.

● There should be a gap between each bar since each value is a

separate entry.

Mode/Modal Category

This is the category with the highest column and useful in popularity polls.

eg from our example, the modal category is ‘Warm’ since there are ________ warm days.

Example:

A sample of students was asked: ‘If you were able to choose
this year’s VCE subjects again would you still choose General
Mathematics?’

Their responses were divided into the categories

Yes (Y), No (N) and Unsure (U). The results are shown at right.

a) Construct a frequency distribution table for the above data.

Response Frequency

Number %

Yes

No

Unsure

Total

b) Represent the information by using a bar chart.
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c) How many students thought that they would still choose to study General Mathematics?

d) What percentage of students would still choose to study General Mathematics?

2C: Interpreting and Describing Frequency Tables and Bar Charts

A group of children were offered a choice of a sandwich, a salad or a

pie for lunch and their responses collected and summarised in the

frequency table opposite.

Use the frequency table to report on the relative popularity of the

three lunch choices quoting appropriate frequencies to support your

conclusions.

Solution:

A group of were offered a choice of a sandwich, a salad or a pie for lunch. The most popular

lunch choice was , chosen by  of the children. Ten of the children chose a salad. The __

popular option was sandwich, chosen by only 7 of the children.

2D: Displaying and Describing Numerical Data

Numerical data may be presented as either ungrouped or grouped data. Frequency tables for

numerical data are graphically displayed by histograms.

Histograms

● Frequency is always plotted on the vertical axis.

● For ungrouped data, the horizontal scale is marked so that the data labels appear

under the centre of each column.

● For grouped data, the horizontal scale is marked so that the end points of each class

appear under the edges of each column.

● Gaps are never left between the columns.

Mode:
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Modal Interval

This is the interval with the highest frequency.

ungrouped Discrete Grouped Discrete Grouped Continuous

No. of
siblings

Frequency
Numb

er
%

0 6 20.0
1 7 23.3
2 6 20.0
3 5 16.7
4 3 10.0
5 2 6.7
6 1 3.3

Total 30 100

Number
of

passenge
rs

Frequency
Numb

er
%

5−9 1 5
10−14 6 30
15−19 8 40
20−24 4 20
25-29 1 5

Total 20 100

Heights
Frequency

Numb
er

%

170−174.
9

4 9.8

175−179.
9

5 12.2

180−184.
9

13 31.7

185−189.
9

9 22.0

190−194.
9

7 17.1

195−199.
9

1 2.4

200−204.
9

2 4.9

Total 41 100.1

Number of siblings in Yr 11

student families

Yr 11 Student heights

a) What is the modal interval? c) What is the modal

interval?

e) What is the modal interval?

b) What percentage of families

have more than 3 siblings?

d) How many trips had

between 10 and 14

passengers?

f) How many students were at

least 185cm tall?

Example 1:
The following data shows the number of phones that each of 30 students in a particular class has

owned.

Number of phones Frequency Percentage Frequency

0 7

1 14
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2 6

3 2

4 1

Total

a. Draw a histogram of the data. b. What was the frequency of the students who

have owned 2 phones?

c. What was the percentage frequency of the

students who have owned 2 phones?

d. What was the percentage frequency of the

students who have owned more than 2 phones?

Example 2: The following data give the weights (in kg) of a sample of 25 Atlantic salmon selected

from a holding pen at a fish farm.

a. Represent the data on a frequency distribution

table.

Weight (kg) Frequency Percentage Frequency

Total

b. Draw a histogram of the data.
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2E: Shape, Location and Spread of Data

Shape of a Distribution

Symmetry and skewness

A distribution is said to be symmetric if it forms a mirror image of itself when folded in the ‘middle’

along a vertical axis. Otherwise, the distribution is skewed.

Histogram A is symmetric, while Histogram B shows a distribution that is approximately symmetric.

Positive and negative skewness

A histogram may be positively or negatively skewed.

It is if it has a short tail to the left and a long tail pointing to the right

(because of the many values towards the positive end of the distribution).

It is if it has a short tail to the right and a long tail pointing to the left

(because of the many values towards the negative end of the distribution).

Location and spread

Comparing location

Two distributions are said to differ in location if the values of the data in one distribution are

generally larger than the values of the data in the other distribution.
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eg: Histogram F is identical in shape and width to Histogram E but moved horizontally several units to

the , indicating that these distributions differ in location.

Comparing spread

Two distributions are said to differ in spread if the values of the data in one distribution tend to be

more variable (spread out) than the values of the data in the other distribution.

Histograms G and H illustrate the difference in spread. While both are centred at about the same

place, Histogram H is more spread out.

2F: Dot Plots and Stem-and-Leaf Plots

Dot plot

A dot plot consists of a number line with each data point marked by a dot. When several data points

have the same value, the points are stacked on top of each other.

Example: The number of hours worked by each of 10 students in their part-time jobs is as follows:

6
 

9
 

5
 

8
 

6
 

4
 

6
 

7
 

6
 

5
 

a. Construct a dot plot of these data.

b. What is the mode of this distribution?
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Stem-and-Leaf Plot

The stem-and-leaf plot or stem plot is used for small grouped data sets.

Example: The following is a set of marks obtained by a group of students on a test:

15
 

2  24
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25
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24
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35
 

35
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45
 

39
 

 

a. Display the data in the form of an ordered stem-and-leaf plot.

UNORDERED ORDERED

Key:

b. What is the shape of the distribution? ______________________________

c. How many students obtained 30 or more? ____________________

2G: Summarising Data

The most commonly used summary statistics are either measures of centre or measures of spread.

The measure of the centre of a distribution is explained by mean and median.

1. Mean ( , read as x bar):𝑥
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The mean is the ‘average’ score in a data set is used to locate the centre of a symmetric

distribution. The mean is influenced by extreme values.

Example: Find the mean of these data.

31, 50, 52, 52, 55, 57, 60
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2. Median:

The median is the middle number of a data set, when all numbers are placed from the lowest to

highest. Since it is the midpoint of a distribution, it is said that 50% of the data values are less than

median value and 50% are more than the median value.

Examples: a. 31, 50, 52, 52, 55, 57, 60 b. 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 5

Median position =
th

data ∴Median position =
th

data

= 4
th

data value = 4.5
th

data value

∴ Median = 52 ∴ Median =               = = 1.5

c. Find the median age of 23 people from the following stem plot.

1| 2 means 12 years

The interpretation here is that half (or 50%) of people are below the age of ____ and half (or 50%)

are above the age of _____.

A measure of spread is calculated in order to judge the variability of a data set. The measure

of the spread of a distribution is described by range and interquartile range.

3. Range

The range is the simplest measure of a distribution and is the difference between the highest and

lowest values in a data set.

Example: Find the range of the following data sets.

30, 60, 48, 47, 29, 33, 20, 10

The lowest score = _____                   The highest score = ______

∴ Range = Highest score – lowest score =
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4. Lower Quartile (Q1) & Upper Quartile (Q3)

Q1 is the median of the lower half of a group of numbers, while Q3 is the median of the upper half

of a group of numbers. The median is exclude from calculations.

Example: 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 14 Example: 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 12,

Q1 = ____ and Q3 = ______ Q1 = ___ and Q3 = ____

5. Interquartile range (IQR)

It is the difference between the upper (Q3) and lower quartiles (Q1) in a data set and gives the

spread of the middle 50% of data values.

Q1 = 7 and Q3 = 24

IQR = Q3 - Q1

IQR = _____ - _______ = ________

6. Standard Deviation (Sx)

This is a measure of the spread of the data around the mean. You will need to use your calculator to

find this. (see below)

Using your Classpad Calculator to find summary stats

Example: Find the Mean, Median, Q1, Q3, Standard Deviation (Sx) of the following data

8, 3, 6, 7, 8, 2, 7, 8, 4, 8

Step 1

Press Statistics in the menu

Step 2

Enter the data. (Note: It

doesn’t have to be in order)

Step 3

Press “Calc”, “One-Variable”

Step 4 Step 5 Step 6
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Press “OK” to get the statistics The statistics will be shown as

above

If you scroll down you will get

more statistics

Answers:

Mean ( ) = ____ Median = ______ Q1 = _____ Q3 = _____ Standard Deviation (Sx) = ____𝑥

Note: Although the calculator doesn’t directly give you the IQR it does give you the Q3 and Q1.

Collec� I�!

Across the course of the next two weeks you will be learning about univariate data - that is data that only has one variable. As a part of this work you will be
completing an investigative project where you will be required to develop your survey questions and collect, display and analyse your data.
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Upon completing this investigation you should be able to submit an A3 poster that summarises your findings. The details of what you need to include in this
poster will be discussed in this document. Make sure as you are working through this handout you are completing the work as neatly as possible as this means
you may be able to cut out the relevant information and stick this straight onto your poster rather than having to reproduce it.

TASK A: Ask It!

Your first task is to develop at least four questions or pieces of information to collect as the basis of your investigation. You need to come up with at least one
question for each of the types of data that we discussed during class. You may collect data on anything, as long as you can collect the data during class time.
You might develop some questions that you can ask members of the class, for example - what is your favourite movie? Or you might develop a question that
people need to actually complete, for example - How many goals did you shoot when you had 10 attempts at?

You need to collect around 20 responses to each question, so if you need people to complete tasks twice, or answer questions twice, so you have your data,
that is fine.

Make sure you record your questions below:

Categorical Nominal Question

What do you need to do to collect this data?
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Categorical Ordinal Question

What do you need to do to collect this data?

Numerical Discrete Question

What do you need to do to collect this data?

Numerical Continuous Question
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What do you need to do to collect this data?

Get your questions checked to make sure you have at least one of each category.

Task B: Collect It!

Now go and collect your data. Write each question below and ask/collect responses for each question from at least 20 people.

Question 1:

Question 2:
19



Question 3:

Question 4:
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TASK C: Display It!

In the previous lesson and the beginning of today’s class we have talked about ways in which categorical data can be displayed. In this task you will need to
display the data for your categorical questions as both a frequency table and a bar chart. Make sure that you include all of the important elements discussed
during the theory component of this lesson.

Categorical Nominal Question: ____________________________________________________

Frequency Table
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Bar Chart

Categorical Ordinal Question: ____________________________________________________
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Frequency Table

Bar Chart
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TASK D: Show It!

Now we are going to be looking at the numerical data that you have collected and identifying the best way to produce a visual display of this data. For
numerical data, a common graphical display is a histogram, however, histograms can look slightly different depending on the type of data you have, as well as
the range of the data that you have. Your data may have a limited range so you can display each value. However, if your data is quite spread, grouped
intervals may be more useful. Create your histograms for each question in the space provided.

Numerical Discrete Question:________________________________________________________________
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Numerical Continuous Question:________________________________________________________________
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TASK E: Review It!

When looking at numerical data visually we can start to look at the trends within the data. Specifically we look at the shape, location and spread of our data.

For both of your numerical questions complete the tables below that scaffold the analysis of your data.

Numerical Discrete Question:

Shape - is it symmetrical?
Positively skewed? Negatively
skewed?

Location - where does your
data sit? Where is the centre?

Spread - what is the range of
your data?

Summary - incorporate all
three of your responses in a
concise paragraph discussing
your data
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Numerical Continous Question:

Shape - is it symmetrical?
Positively skewed? Negatively
skewed?

Location - where does your
data sit? Where is the centre?

Spread - what is the range of
your data?

Summary - incorporate all
three of your responses in a
concise paragraph discussing
your data

TASK F: Change It!
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Recently you have learnt two new ways in which you can display numerical data - dot plots and stem-and-leaf plots. You are now going to select one of your
numerical questions to display as both a dot plot and a stem-and-leaf plot. Once you have created these visual displays of your data you will discuss the
similarities and difference in the displays.

Chosen Question:

Dot Plot

Stem-and-Leaf Plot
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How are these types of displays similar?

How are they different?
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TASK G: Analyse It!

Finally we can start to summarise our numerical data through the use of summary statistics. These values help us to be able to discuss the measures centre
and measures of spread in a more general way.

For each of your numerical data questions you will need to complete the table below (make sure you show your working out):

Question 1:

Working Out Answer

Mean

Median

Mode

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Q1

Q3

Interquartile Range
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Question 2:

Working Out Answer

Mean

Median

Mode

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Q1

Q3

Interquartile Range

Select one of your questions to analyse further based on the summary statistics:

Question Chosen:

How did the mean compare to the median for the question?
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As such, which would be a more suitable measure of centre for your data?

How did your range and interquartile range compare?

What does this tell you about your data?
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TASK H: Show It!

Produce your A3 poster of your work. You need to include the following on your poster:

1. Your questions
2. At least one visual display of each question
3. An analysis of your data (shape, spread, location)
4. Summary Statistics and discussion of these
5. Conclusion - what did you learn during this investigation?
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